
PAPER OR PLASTIC ESSAY

Paper Vs Plastic essaysa. Paper or Plastic? You hear this saying almost every time you go to the grocery store. And
plastic bags aren't just at the grocery store.

Stray plastic bags can also clog sewer pipes, leading to stagnant, standing water and associated health hazards.
And despite all our fretting, plastic bag use has actually risen. It is also not economically viable to use
nonrenewable resources like petroleum and natural gas to produce a commodity that has a very short lifespan.
The typical plastic shopping bag weighs grams; a standard Kraft paper bag weighs 55 grams. It would take
approximately seven trucks to transport the same number of paper bags as can be transported by a single truck
full of plastic bags. Are they positively aware that using paper bags as a replacement for plastic bags could be
of much help to mankind and to our environment? The marine animals eventually die from suffocation,
infections or inability to feed and excrete waste. It was put in a brown paper bag which the year-old housewife
held at the bottom, all 10 fingers at full stretch. We cannot just ignore its benefits and considering the fact that
it is eco-friendly in its own ways; therefore, I say that plastic bags should be managed and people should know
how to dispose them properly instead of banning it. Essentially, the strand of ethane gas is conserved, captured
and frozen before it can be burned off into the atmosphere. Recycling difficulties: Although for the most part,
plastic takes less energy to recycle than paper, plastic bags are a frustrating recycling dilemma. Most
environmental groups say that it's best to avoid the choice altogether -- instead we should diligently reuse
bags. I feel that environmentally wise, paper bags are your best choice, because they pose no threat to the
environment a. Plastics are produced from the waste products of oil refining. However, reports show that even
these new-and-improved versions have their downsides -- they generate more greenhouse gas emissions than
disposable plastic bags [source: Lilienfield ]. The war against plastic bags seems to have been won on the high
street this Christmas. The UK Environment Agency study of supermarket carry bags LCA found that paper
bags contribute three times more to global warming than conventional plastic shopping bags do. Is paper
better? The use of plastic bags had been banned for the reason that it clogs sewers and drainage canals that
lead to floods and other environmental damage. Some stores offer discounts for people who bring their own
bags. In , Bangladesh banned plastic bags after drains blocked by bags contributed to widespread monsoon
flooding in and  Reuse Bags One of the best ways to help the environment is to re-use bags. However, the
catch is that our taxpayer money ends up being used to clean up plastic bag wastes. Recycling Plastic Bags
Paper Paper comes from trees which are a renewable resource when grown sustainably. Recycling rates of
plastic bags in Canada are high. Plastic Bags and Natural Gas Plastic bags were invented as an alternative to
paper grocery bags in the late s to protect trees and prevent clear-cutting of our forests. In , Taiwan rescinded a
ban on plastic bags in their fast food sector. For instance, when polyvinyl chloride PVC plastics are burned
they produce dioxins. Since they are not biologically designed to digest plastics, the consumed plastic gets
trapped into their digestive tracts. On Solid Waste â€” Paper Generates More Waste The most significant and
immediate impact of a switch from plastic shopping bags to paper grocery bags is the additional volume and
tonnage that paper adds to the waste stream. Even though paper bags are made from trees, which are, in
theory, a renewable resource, it takes significantly more energy to create pulp and manufacture a paper bag
than it does to make a single-use plastic bag from oil. I think that using paper bags is better for the
environment because i. But, what people do not know is that it comes with a lot of benefits. It will decrease its
recyclability. Rather than pitching paper against plastic, we really need to change our habits. It does not clog
sewers and is not visible in landfill or waterways. Canada has, over the past decade and half, developed a
highly effective network of plastic bag recyclers across the country â€” large and small. The curbside
recycling in many communities is not meant for plastic bags because they can screw up the plant's machines
[source: Milstein ]. And since they are very light, they are easily carried by wind and water to various places
on earth.


